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I. LIVABILITY AND SMART GROWTH EQUITY CALCULATORS:
NEW TOOLS FOR MEASURING UNDERSTANDING AND
REALIZING SMART GROWTH FOR SUSTAINABILITY,
LIVABILITY, AND EQUITY
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This section provides a brief overview of the development of a specific set of frameworks
and tools by the research team designed to a) help agencies evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of transportation land use coordination, and then b) help determine the best
policies going forward to realize a stronger TLU coordination.
Transportation and Land-use Coordination (TLC) is a widely recognized approach for
achieving what is often referred to as “smart growth.” However, absent substantial institutional
changes enabling transportation, land use, and these other disciplines to truly work in a
coordinated fashion, we are left to seek methods with data, performance measures, and
policy guidance frameworks to achieve a more holistic TLC approach so professionals and
the public can make more informed decisions about to provide people with the necessary
opportunities so they can achieve more sustainable, livable, and equitable outcomes for
themselves and society as a whole.
In response, discusses the development of two planning support tools (PSTs) and their
underlying framework and measures to help an array of stakeholders to better understand
the sustainability, livability, and equity performance of urban places so they can make more
informed decisions for how communities and regions should grow and evolve, now and in
the future.

THE LIVABILITY AND SMART GROWTH EQUITY CALCULATORS
The Smart Growth/Livability Calculator for the Handbook for Building Livable Transit
Corridors (http://bit.ly/2dP8rsT) builds on the foundations of the Six “Livability Principles” of
the 2009 HUD, USDOT, and EPA Sustainable Communities Partnership by operationalizing
them through a focused set of transportation, land use and quality of life metrics based
on. As these are essentially restatements of EPA’s 10 Smart Growth Principles, this is an
effective planning support tool for measuring urban quality, as it relates to such concepts
as Smart Growth and New Urbanism, as well as the associated sustainability, livability and
equity outcomes.
Smart Growth Livability Performance is currently assessed by operationalizing the six
HUD/EPA/USDOT principles, as shown in the Figure below, as follows:
• High-quality transit, walking, and bicycling opportunities,
• Healthy, safe & walkable transit corridor neighborhoods,
• Vibrant & accessible community, cultural & recreational opportunities,
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• Accessible social & government services,
• Transit-accessible economic opportunities, and
• Mixed income housing near transit (this currently supports the social equity principle, which measures housing affordability and income diversity).

Figure 1. Operationalizing the 2009 EPA Livability Principles of the HUD/USDOT/
EPA Sustainable Communities Partnership

LIVABILITY AS ACCESS TO OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE/MAINTAIN
ONE’S DESIRED QUALITY OF LIFE
As discussed earlier in the section on Livability Ethics, Equity, and Justice, Smart Growth/
Livability Performance are suggested by the authors to be framed by measuring people’s
access to livability opportunities to improve and maintain one’s desired quality of life.
Therefore, the Smart Growth/Livability Calculator currently assessed by operationalizing
the Six HUD/EPA/USDOT principles, as shown in the Figure above. From left to right are
the original Livability Principles, the operationalized Livability Calculator Principles, and
an example of a radar graphic readout from the Smart Growth/Livability Calculator itself.
In the development of the Handbook and Calculator, the authors have gathered an
extensive array of geo-spatial data to explore the relationships between the measures
of urban quality used and a host of quality of life outcomes measures. For this study,
a California statewide database of built environment characteristics and sustainability
performance metrics was created for 8,043 census tracts.
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Figure 2. Smart Growth/Livability Calculator for the Handbook for Building
Livable Transit Corridors (http://bit.ly/2dP8rsT)
In the development of the Handbook and Calculator, an extensive array of geo-spatial
data was gathered to explore the relationships between our measures of urban quality
and a host quality of life outcome measures. The table below shows the 12 metrics of
the operationalized Livability Principles of the 2009 HUD/USDOT/EPA Sustainable
Communities Partnership.
Table 1.

The 12 Metrics of the Operationalized Livability Principles of the 2009
HUD/USDOT/EPA Sustainable Communities Partnership

Transit Corridor Livability
Principles
High-quality transit, walking, and
bicycling opportunities

Metric

Data Source(s)

Transit jobs accessibility

EPA’s Smart Locations Data Set
(SLD) 2013
D5br: Jobs within 45-minute transit
commute, distance decay (walk
network travel time) weighted

Transit service coverage
(aggregate frequency of transit
service per sq. mile)

SLD
D4c: Aggregate frequency of transit
service within 0.25 mile of block group
boundary per hour during evening
peak period
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Transit Corridor Livability
Principles
Mixed-income housing near transit

Transit-accessible economic
opportunities

Accessible social & government
services

Vibrant & accessible community,
cultural & recreational opportunities

Healthy, safe & walkable transit
corridor neighborhoods

4

Metric

Data Source(s)

Housing unaffordability (percent of
income spent for housing)

HUD’s 2012 Housing Affordability
Index Data Set (HAI)
hh_type1_: housing cost as a percent
of income for the regional typical
household, defined as: Avg HH size
for region, median income for region,
average number of commuters per HH
for region

Income diversity (variance from
regional median household
income)

National Historical Geographic
Information System (NHGIS), 2010
Census ID B19013: Coefficient of
variance of block group median
household income compared to either
the metro area or the state median;
closer to zero means less diversity,
closer to one means more

Jobs density (employees/acre)

SLD
D1c: Gross employment density
employees (jobs)/acre on unprotected
land, 2013

Retail jobs density (retail
employees/acre)

SLD
D1c_Ret10: Gross retail employment
density employees (jobs)/acre on
unprotected land

Transit ridership balance of flows

Transit agency route/line data
Inbound (to CBD) daily boardings/
inbound daily alightings

Health care opportunities (health
care employees/acre)

SLD
D1c8_Hlth10: Gross health care (8tier) employment density employees
(jobs)/acre on unprotected land

Population density (population/
acre)

SLD
D1b: Gross population density
(people/acre) on unprotected land

Access to culture & arts (# corridor
entertainment employees/acre)

SLD
D1c_Ent10: Gross entertainment
employment density employees (jobs)/
acre on unprotected land

Pedestrian environment
(intersection density)

SLD
D3bmm4: Intersection density in terms
of multi-modal intersections having
four or more legs per square mile

Pedestrian collisions per 100,000
pedestrians

Transportation Injury Mapping System
(TIMS) 2010
Pedestrian collisions per 100,000
pedestrians
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II. SMART GROWTH EQUITY CALCULATOR: OVERVIEW
(HTTPS://SMARTGROWTHCALCULATOR.NETLIFY.COM/ OR HTTP://BIT.LY/
SMARTGROWTHEQUITY)
Building on this earlier work, Dr. Appleyard and his student research team developed
an online Smart Growth Equity (SGE) Calculator (http://bit.ly/SmartGrowthEquity) using
similar data and metrics gathered for the entire U.S. for the development of the Livability
Calculator. One of the goals was to make the visualization of these data and calculations
more accessible for key stakeholders (practitioners, members of the public, and politicians)
to use towards analysis and policy guidance for a number of different transportation and
land use coordination issues, including climate action planning, corridor planning, new
housing initiatives (such as SB 50), and new environmental regulations under SB 743,
which allows for environmental streamlining of significant developments in areas that are
15% below regional averages for per capita Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT) as opposed
to Level of Service (the importance of which is discussed in more detail below). The
SGE Calculator can even be used to determine the performance of future transportation
scenarios, including but not limited to those future scenarios related to Autonomous
Vehicles (AVs) and Mobility as a Service (MaaS).

Figure 3. The Smart Growth Calculator Showing an Example of How the
Performance Radar Graphic from the Livability Calculator Can Be
Merged with the Smart Growth Calculator
Upon hovering the mouse cursor over an area, percentages of VMT will be displayed on
the right side, showing how much an area is above or below the regional average. Along
these lines, the SGE Calculator can also be used for new housing initiatives. For example,
it can be used for new housing initiatives proposing to up-zone areas around transit (like
SB 50); the SGE Calculator shows the areas that are in close proximity of transit, while
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also showing the location of disadvantaged communities (per SB 535). The disadvantaged
communities overlay is key to being able to inform people of the need to enact planning
processes with the members of the community, where they can determine how they want
to manage these forces, and where they can choose to enact anti-displacement policies
and practices.

THE DATA OF THE SGE CALCULATOR
The data and sources that show up on the calculator’s dashboard on the right side of the
screen are shown in the table below.
The SGE calculator shows two types of data: the first are urban quality outcome metrics
that gauge the Sustainability, Livability, and Equity Performance of an area. For these
cases lower values are better, such as lower VMT lower carbon emissions, etc.
Table 2.

Data Used in the Smart Growth & Social Equity Calculator
Metric
Data Source(s)
Sustainability, Livability, Equity Performance
Lower Values are Better

Vehicle Miles Traveled per Household

From HUD’s 2012 Housing Affordability Index Data
Set (HAI) - hh_type1_vmt- Vehicle Miles Traveled per
Household (the authors are working to get updated
VMT per capita data from Caltrans)

Housing Affordability

HUD’s 2012 Housing Affordability Index Data Set (HAI)
(the authors use this measure as it is aggregated to
Census Block Group level)
hh_type1_: housing cost as a percent of income for
the regional typical household, defined as Avg HH size
for region, median income for region, average number
of commuters per HH for region

Transportation Affordability

From HUD’s 2012 Housing Affordability Index Data
- hh_type1_t

Pedestrian Collisions per 100,000
Pedestrians

Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS) 2010
Pedestrian collisions per 100,000 pedestrians

Walkscore

Frontseat

Cardiovascular Disease

Centers for Disease Control: 500 Cities Data
Cardiova_1

Obesity

Centers for Disease Control: 500 Cities Data
OBESITY_Cr
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Second are urban form livability opportunity measures. These are measures of the built
environment that provide people the ability to access livability opportunities—such as
ability to access jobs via walking and transit.
Urban Form/Livability Opportunities
Higher Values are Better

Transit Jobs Accessibility

EPA’s Smart Locations Data Set (SLD) 2013
D5br: Jobs within 45-minute transit commute, distance
decay (walk network travel time) weighted

Population Density (population/acre)

SLD
D1b: Gross population density (people/acre) on
unprotected land

Jobs Density (employees/acre)

SLD
D1c: Gross employment density employees (jobs)/acre
on unprotected land, 2013

Pedestrian Environment (intersection density)

SLD
D3bmm4: Intersection density in terms of multi-modal
intersections having four or more legs per square mile

WHY VMT IS THE FIRST THING SHOWN ON THE SMART GROWTH EQUITY
CALCULATOR?
Why is VMT per Household is the first layers that shows up when you open the SGE
Calculator? VMT per household is used as this is one of the most important measures
for key issues were dealing with, such as housing climate action planning and the new
environmental regulations replacing LOS with VMT. Why start with VMT?

Figure 4. The Location Efficient/Neighborhood Design (LEND) Place Typology
and VMT
Source: Adapted from Deborah Salon, “Quantifying the Effect of Local Government Actions on VMT”, California Air
Resources Board and California Environmental Protection Agency, Report 09-343, February 14, 2014, pages 37-38.
https://www.arb.ca.gov/research/apr/past/09-343.pdf
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USING VMT TOWARD REGIONAL LAND USE PLANNING TO SUPPORT
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANS
The connection between VMT, urban areas, and transit use illustrates how a regional land
use plan that can achieve a better balance between housing and jobs. By doing such things
as encouraging infill development and curbing urban sprawl, a regional transportation plan
can be improved by lowering overall trip distances and automobile travel and supporting
transit, walking, and bicycling. Such Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) reduction policies
operate through regional land use planning and related planning pricing mechanisms, and
they should be supported at all levels of government.

THE USES OF THE SGE CALCULATOR
In short, the SGE Calculator can be used in the following ways:
• Project development review analysis under SB 743, which allows for environmental
streamlining of significant developments in areas that are 15% below regional
averages for VMT.
• Climate action planning: Shows how many pounds of carbon per household will be
generated from travel in different location in the region.
• New housing initiatives: This tool can help ensure new housing initiatives are
equitable: first, it shows the areas that are in close proximity of transit, while also
showing the location of disadvantaged communities, per SB 535, which is key to
then being able to inform people to enact anti-displacement policies and practices.
• Better transportation and land use coordination between regional transportation
planning agencies and local land use authorities, by providing key transportation
and land use information at both regional and local scales.
• Helps inform NIMBY conversations by giving people access to key data, such as VMT
and pounds of carbon per household in order for all parties to better understand why
development should occur in transit/bike/walk accessible areas; by giving people a
regional perspective and helping them see how everything is connected and needs
to be coordinated through both land use and transportation, everyone can get on
the same page.
• Performance evaluation of future scenarios related to Autonomous Vehicles (AVs)
and Mobility as a Service (MaaS).
• The SGE Calculator also provides an Atlas of all train stations in California rating them
according to their performance as described in the Smart Growth & Transportation/
Land Use Integration (TLI) performance typology outlined in the Paper Are All Stations
Equal and Equitable? (Appleyard et al. 2019). For more information, see below.
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TOD ATLAS: THE EQUITY OF URBAN QUALITY AROUND TRAIN STATIONS

Figure 5. Light Rail Station performance and ¼-mile overlay in the Smart
Growth Calculator
In the SGE Calculator all the light rail stations are colored coded according to their
performance as described in the Smart Growth & Transportation/Land Use Integration
(TLI) performance typology outlined in the Paper Are All Stations Equal and Equitable?
(Appleyard et al. 2019): Red = Emerging; Yellow = Transitioning; Green = Integrating. The
indicators on the right show the performance of a sample integrating station: this scenario
features lower regional averages for household Vehicle Miles Traveled, Carbon Emissions,
and Transportation Expenditures, but challenged in terms of affordability because of
paradoxically higher housing costs. The hatched areas on the map locate Californiadesignated disadvantaged communities deserving protection from forces of displacement
via targeted policies. For more information, see https://smartgrowthcalculator.netlify.com/
or http://bit.ly/SmartGrowthEquity (Appleyard et al., 2018).
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III. THE SMART GROWTH EQUITY (SGE) CALCULATOR
USER GUIDE
The following is the narrative of the “Directions on Using the SGE Calculator”.
These steps are also demonstrated in a YouTube video, found here: https://youtu.be/
vD2koMvKL8M. Below is the narrative.
Welcome to the beta version of our Smart Growth Equity Calculator! This Calculator
is designed to help people, public agencies, and professionals make better decisions
about growth and development (where and what kind) by allowing them to explore and
understand urban quality throughout a community and a region, and how this urban quality
relates to sustainability, livability, and social equity. We have detailed instructions below,
but for a quick overview of the calculator’s capabilities, see the following video:
1. Viewing Urban Quality Metrics
When you open the Calculator, the first layer that comes up shows Vehicle Miles Traveled
per household, which is an important metric for climate action planning, as well as
evaluating environmental impacts of development projects. The lighter areas in this VMT
layer shows low VMT per household, whereas the darker red areas indicate of higher VMT.
Using mouse, exploring the region and these urban quality metrics is made easy through
the dynamic hover select capability of your mouse. As you move through the region, these
indicators will change based on your selections:

Figure 6. Urban Quality Metrics Column Showing VMT
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In addition to VMT, we have included a number of other urban quality metrics related to
environmental impacts, affordability, health, and social equity. These other layers can be
viewed by selected the “Select Urban Quality Metric” dropdown on the right-hand side:

Figure 7.

Selecting Different Urban Quality Metrics

The circles show half mile catchment areas around transit stations using the high (green),
medium (yellow), low (red) smart growth performance typology, based on our national
study of urban quality of the National Academies of Sciences.
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Figure 8. Selecting Areas in the Smart Growth Calculator
2. Selecting Layers
The Smart Growth Livability Calculator allows users to turn overlays on and off by using
the layer selection control, which is located in the top-right corner of the map:

Figure 9. Locating Layer Selection
Hovering over the layer selection control will display the layers that are loaded into the
calculator. show or hide layers by selecting or deselecting the checkboxes next to each
layer label:
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IV. THE SGE CALCULATOR IN ACTION: ILLUSTRATIVE
EXAMPLES
NEW ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS FOR PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
REVIEW: USING VMT INSTEAD OF LEVEL OF SERVICE
Senate Bill 743—which allows for environmentally streamlining of significant developments
in areas that are 15% below regional averages for Vehicle Miles Travelled (VMT)—could
be a significant game changer in California’s ability to achieve a more sustainable, livable,
and equitable future.
Why should VMT be below 15 percent of regional averages?
• According to the California Office of Planning Research, 15% is chosen for the following reasons:
•

Caltrans Strategic Plan: Reduce VMT/cap 15% by 2020

• SB 375 targets ≈ 15% collectively statewide
• AB 32 scoping plan recommends local governments set GHG
• Reduction targets at 15% below existing by 2020
• Research shows 15% VMT mitigation is generally achievable
• (See CAPCOA’s Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures)

How Using VMT Instead of Level of Service Help Transform our AutoMobility Paradigm? An Illustrative Example
The pictures in the image below illustrate a critical problem with using level of service
(LOS), especially if the goal is to achieve more sustainable, livable and equitable
outcomes. The top image shows an open road that a congestion. Under the old level
of service paradigm, this over the congested road would receive the highest grade,
A. The problem is that this type of street is more likely located in a suburban or exurban area with a low density, and perhaps more importantly, lower levels of regional
centrality and access to jobs. Using the SGE Calculator, it can be seen that such an
area could have relatively high levels of VMT per household—somewhere in the
range of 25–28,000 vehicle miles a year. Using the SGE Calculator, it can also be
seen that this area has a VMT per household figure of 8–10% above the regional
average, as shown on the right side of the dashboard display for VMT per Household.
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Figure 11. SB 743 Visualization and Examples in Smart Growth Calculator

How Can the SGE Calculator Help with VMT Environmental Quality Analysis?
The SGE helps by allowing measurement of the VMT per household for one’s area of interest
in relation to agreed-upon regional average. In the example below, the selected area—
which is the College Area Community just to the south of San Diego State University—is
compared against the average VMT per Household for the entire county of San Diego.
Remember, to select an area, use the corner selection tool on the left-hand side of the
screen. (If selecting another area is desirable, be sure to deselect the initial area by
selecting the trash can icon at the bottom of the toolbox.)
The SGE Calculator then averages the urban quality metrics across the selected area
and then compares it to the regional average. In the example below, the area of interest is
cumulatively at about 15% below the regional average.
While more specific analysis is likely needed, this area shows promise for achieving
the target of 15% below the regional average. Under the new California Environmental
Quality Act Guidelines, per the new regulations of SB 743, this means that significant
projects in this area may qualify for development review streamlining. Conversely, it
shows how certain areas may be well above the regional average for VMT, and should
no longer receive the benefits of development review streamlining that these areas
used to receive under the old level of service (LOS) paradigm (favoring areas that
were low-density, regionally inaccessible, and consequently more auto-dependent).
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Figure 12. Smart Growth Calculator Used in San Diego College Area Community
Plan

CLIMATE ACTION PLANNING CASE STUDY
The Carbon Emissions metric shows how many pounds of carbon per household will be
generated from travel in different locations in the region.

Figure 13. Using the Smart Growth Calculator for Climate Action Planning
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The SGE calculator can also help with Climate Action Planning. One way is by helping make
better housing and jobs access location decisions by showing how many pounds of carbon
per household will be generated from travel originating from different locations in a region.
In the spring of 2018, Nicole Capretz of the Climate Action Campaign called the author
with a special request. She was trying to inform decisions to be made by the San Diego
County Board of Supervisors regarding the fast-track approval of 10,000 housing units in
suburban and ex-urban locations through the use of carbon offset credits.
Using the SGE Calculator functions and data, the authors were able to calculate the overall
carbon footprint of these 10,000 units and then compare them to a more transit-accessible
part of the region. For this, the research team used the somewhat suburban and highly auto
accessible Linda Vista Trolley Station area, where households emit an average of 18,159
pounds of carbon a year—the lowest the authors have seen is about 15,000—so this is
modest average for a transit-accessible area. The results are shown in the table below.
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Carbon Emissions for select neighborhoods and housing developments
Avg. Pounds
of Transport
Carbon
Emitted per
Household
(per Year)

Proposed Number of Units

Estimated
Pounds
of Carbon
Emitted

Warner
Ranch

28,479

780

22,213,620

Lilac Hills

28,224

Newland
Sierra

27,987

Valiano

27,475

Harmony
Grove
Village
South

27,475

Otay Ranch
Village 14

28,956

Otay 250
Sun Road

28,956

Total
housing
units

49,279,104
2,135

326

59,752,245
8,956,850

453

1,119

12,446,175

32,401,764
3,158

91,443,048

9,717

276,492,806

9,717

Total pounds
of carbon for
county
Infill areas:
Linda Vista
Trolley
Station
(proxy for
Mid-Coast
Trolley
Stations,
Golden Hill,
North Park)

1,746

18,159

176,451,003

100,041,803

Total pounds
of carbon
saved in infill
areas

When comparing the placement of these 10,000 units in auto-dependent parts the region,
the households will generate more than 100 million pounds of carbon a year compared to
if they were placed in a more transit accessible part of the region.

SUPPORTING SUSTAINABLE AND EQUITABLE HOUSING PLANS
The SGE Calculator can help with the development of more sustainable and equitable
housing plans in the following ways:
• Ensure new housing initiatives to automatically up-zone near transit and job-rich
areas (e.g. SB 50) are conducted through an equity lens.
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• Help inform NIMBY opposition
• Lead to better transportation and land use coordination
Ensure new housing initiatives to automatically up-zone near transit and job-rich areas
(e.g. SB 50) are conducted through an equity lens.
This SGE Calculator can help ensure new housing initiatives are equitable, by first
showing the areas that are in close proximity of transit, while also showing the location of
disadvantaged communities, per SB 535 (as shown with hatching). Knowing the location
of these transit-rich areas and disadvantaged communities can help trigger the enaction
of planning processes with the community members, which can help people enact antidisplacement policies and practices, if needed.
The SGE Calculator can also make sure that development pressures will be applied to the
region by helping better inform NIMBY conversations around development, which can create
further problems with regional equity if rich and powerful neighborhoods are able to fight
development thereby putting inequitable pressure on poorer, less powerful neighborhoods
to accept the development—poor people are displaced into areas where there is automobile
dependence, and this could lead to serious equity issues related to access.

How the SGE Calculator Can Help Inform NIMBY Conversations and
Dialogues
By giving people access to key data, such as location of areas that are more transit/bike/
walk accessible and have lower rates of VMT and pounds of carbon per household, then
all parties can better understand and support why development should occur in these
locations—the areas where, arguably, people have a better chance of freeing themselves
from having to drive.
The SGE calculator was used in a particular case that can demonstrate its effectiveness.
On September 19, 2018, the Voice of San Diego featured the SGE calculator article titled,
City Is Poised to Back Down on Plan to Increase Height Limit - Again. To show how
planning support tools like the Smart Growth Equity Calculator can help inform NIMBY
Conversations and Dialogues, please see the following relevant portion of the article:
“Failing to build as many homes as possible along the Morena Boulevard corridor is a
missed opportunity for the entire region,” said Bruce Appleyard, a professor of urban
planning at SDSU.
“Allowing people to live here, as opposed to other parts of the region, you have the
greatest chance of getting people to drive less, and to switch to using transit or biking
more,” he said. “From a global, regional and local perspective, following a $2 billion transit
investment, we need to make these areas accessible for more people.”
Appleyard has developed what he calls a Smart Growth Calculator—it uses data from the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Housing and Urban Development Department
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to determine the average pounds of carbon emissions per household within specific areas.
Households near the existing trolley station in Linda Vista—near multiple employment
centers and regional destinations, and with a temperate coastal climate—emit an average
of 10,000 fewer pounds of carbon per year than households built in undeveloped portions
of San Diego County, according to Appleyard’s analysis.
“That means that 10,000 urban fringe units will emit about 100 million more pounds of
carbon a year than if they were allowed to be built in transit-accessible locations like the
Morena corridor,” Appleyard wrote in an email.
Even just moving from a community like Bay Park that doesn’t have high-frequency transit
access to one that does (like when the Mid-Coast begins service) reduces the average
carbon emissions per household by 6,000 pounds per year.
But there’s a fundamental equity issue the city must confront too, he argued. When
development is restricted from areas like Bay Park, it increases development pressure on
lower-income or minority communities that have less political power to push back.
“People along the Mid-Coast corridor need to understand and appreciate that,”
Appleyard said. “If they are able to build on their access to power to restrict accessibility
to their neighborhood, they’ll put more pressure on these communities that have been
disadvantaged for decades.”
Around the same time, the SGE Calculator was featured in a KPBS news story, which can
be found at https://ytcropper.com/cropped/-z5ba4840ae9494.

Figure 14. Dr. Appleyard Featured on KPBS San Diego
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Essentially, by giving people a more comprehensive regional perspective we can help them
see how everything is connected and needs to be coordinated through a comprehensive
land use and transportation approach. Better transportation and land use coordination
between regional transportation planning agencies and local land use authorities, by
providing key transportation and land use coordination information at both regional and
local scales, will help our region’s and communities achieve a more comprehensive set of
sustainability, livability, and equity outcomes.

SG/L and SGE Calculators at Work in the Studio and Classroom: College
Area Community Planning and Urban Design Studio

Figure 15. Smart Growth Calculator Used for Community Planning (San Diego
College Area Community Plan)
The Smart Growth Equity and Smart Growth Livability Calculator were both put to work
in SDSU’s Spring 2019 Urban Design Studio (CP 700)—a course designed to help
students learn graphic, verbal, and written communication skills. Specifically, this course
is designed to help students understand how to analyze and communicate regarding
existing conditions, opportunities & constraints, and values & goals. In Spring 2019, SDSU
Studio students used the SGE and Livability Calculators to help conduct an analysis of
existing conditions and then analyze the development of future scenarios with designs,
plans, simulations, and assessments that help inform discussions around future actions
and policies.
In Spring 2019, the SDSU Studio students used these tools to assist in the development
of presentations and final reports, and then the creation of the update to the College Area
Community Plan, in service of not only the College Area residents, but also other key
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stakeholders (City, SDSU, SANDAG, etc.) in developing and realizing future plans and
designs for the area.

Figure 16. Students and Community Members Using the Smart Growth Calculator
to Guide Discussion

SGE AND SGE CALCULATORS IN RESEARCH
Both the SG/L and SGE Calculators are also being used in research. In the upcoming
publication by Dr. Appleyard and his student researchers, Alex Frost and Chris Allen, in the
Journal of Transport and Health.

Are All Transit Stations Equal and Equitable?
This research finds that stations with higher levels of livability opportunity access to be
significantly associated with key individual and societal quality of life outcomes such as
lower rates of obesity, cardiovascular disease, and asthma. These higher performing
stations also have higher rates of walking, bicycling, and transit ridership, and lower rates
of driving, carbon emissions and pollution, household transportation cost burdens, and
even unemployment rates. Unfortunately, they do not appear to be socio-economically
inclusive and are significantly less affordable.
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Figure 17. Smart Growth Calculator with Transit and Disadvantaged
Communities Overlay
Figure above shows the performance of light rail stations in San Diego, California, as
provided by the new online Smart Growth Equity Calculator, and according to the Smart
Growth & Transportation/Land Use Integration (TLI) performance typology outlined in this
paper, where Red = Emerging; Yellow = Transitioning; Green = Integrating, which are the
highest performing stations from an opportunity access perspective. The indicators on the
right show the performance of a sample integrating station, with lower regional averages
for household Vehicle Miles Traveled, Carbon Emissions, and Transportation Expenditures,
but challenged in terms of affordability because of paradoxically higher housing costs.
The hatched areas on the map locate California designated disadvantaged communities
deserving protection from forces of displacement via targeted policies. For more information,
see https://smartgrowthcalculator.netlify.com/ or http://bit.ly/SmartGrowthEquity (Appleyard
et al. 2019).
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V. A POTENTIAL APPLICATION FOR A FUTURE OF
TRANSPORTATION INNOVATION, DISRUPTION, AND
AUTOMATION
Illustrative Example:
How different performance dimensions (efficiency versus effectiveness)
evaluate (measure and understand) different transport and mobility services
in different land use contexts (urban light rail versus suburban bus)
To illustrate how the SGE Calculator can be used to help inform a future of transportation
innovation, disruption, and automation, the research team builds on previous work
developing a new transportation-land use integration (TLI) performance measurement
framework that—and this is critical—more clearly prioritizes the effective movement of
people over the efficient movement of vehicles: see Appleyard & Riggs (2017, 2018a,
2018b), and specifically the article “Measuring and Doing the Right Things”.
For an overview, see figure 31 below, of the Transportation and Land-Use Coordination
Performance Pyramid for Livability, Sustainability, and Equity—Prioritizing the Movement
of People Through Holistic Approaches.

Figure 18. Transportation and Land Use Coordination Performance Pyramid for
Livability, Sustainability, and Equity –Prioritizing
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This framework can be applied in a wide range of modeling and future scenario testing and
back-casting situations. For scenario testing, as well as the identification and assessment
of “refilling” versus “spilling” areas, one can also use tools and policy guides, like the
Transportation Research Board’s Livability Calculator and Handbook for Building Livable
Transit Corridors (for more information, see http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/174953.aspx).
To illustrate how this can be used to evaluate different autonomous or Mobility as a Service
transport scenario, and, perhaps most importantly, different projected land use contexts,
the researchers use conventionally available data for San Diego, California, that needs
to be reported to the Federal Transit Administration, per Regulation 15. By demonstrating
how different transport and mobility services perform in different land use contexts (urban
light rail versus suburban bus) we can understand how this performance measurement
framework could work in evaluating future transport scenarios, whether transit, ride-hailing,
or autonomous vehicles.
For this illustration, see the map and table below which show a comparison of a suburban,
bus transit system (red column and red area on map—showing areas of high household
VMT), with an urban core transit system. In this case San Diego’s Light Rail Transit (LRT)
line is used and area it serves as a proxy, as shown in the green column and green areas
on the map showing areas of relatively low household VMT.
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Urban Light Rail Service
(Urban Transit Core)
Green, Central Areas

Suburban Bus Service
(Suburban Sprawl)
Red, Outer Areas

Operating cost/Revenue hours

$202.79

$51.86

Operating cost/Revenue miles

$4.76

$4.61

$1.37

$1.64

Total passenger/Revenue hour

148

32

Rev passenger/Rev hour

133

27

Cost efficiency

Cost effectiveness
Operating cost/Total passenger
Service effectiveness

Figure 19. Smart Growth Calculator Used to Compare Different Transit Systems
From this example, the authors demonstrate how these performance evaluation dimensions
comparing urban transit systems with suburban transit systems, in vastly different contexts,
lead to very different indications of performance, prompting the research team to seek
ways to re-calibrate this model (See Figure and Table below).
For example, a suburban bus transit system (red column and red area on map showing
areas of high household VMT) could perform well regarding cost-efficiency (transit vehicle
miles per operating cost and labor: $51 for the suburban bus system, versus over $200 for
the urban LRT system), while actually carrying fewer passengers (number of passengers
per vehicle hours of operation)—and performing poorly in terms of service effectiveness
(Total Passenger/Revenue per Hour: 32 people served for the suburban bus system,
versus over 140 for the urban LRT system).
As this example shows, we need to more clearly value urban, more walkable, transit
accessible areas where there can be a more effective movement of people prioritized
over the efficient movement of vehicles. While an urban LRT transit system can carry
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more passengers (service effectiveness), it might do so less efficiently because of slower
speeds in more urban pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly (and livable) environments (Mekuria,
Appleyard, and Nixon 2017). This illustrates the direct questions that should be asked:
What kind of future is desired with MaaS and AVs? And, by extension, where is value
placed in terms of how we measure, understand, and then enact policies to realize our
visions for the future of our streets, communities, and regions?
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VI. NEW WAYS TO EXPLORE STREET DESIGNS
The SGE Calculator also includes a link to https://www.restreet.com/. Building off of these
principles we can begin to construct a framework for the street, developing design typologies
and zones to design and better manage our streets. For example, it is possible to deconstruct
an urban streetscape using tools like the Restreet.com participatory design tool, which is
based on the open source tool StreetMix (Riggs, 2018a, 2018b, 2017)”publisher”:”Social
Science Research Network”,”publisher-place”:”Rochester, NY”,”genre”:”SSRN Scholarly
Paper”,”source”:”papers.ssrn.com”,”event-place”:”Rochester, NY”,”abstract”:”Emerging
technologies are fundamentally changing how we plan, develop, and manage our cities.
Given trends of increasing mobile use, local governments and public officials (and
particularly city planners. As autonomous vehicles can capitalize on efficiencies in space
utilization (side to side, and front to back), it might be possible to constrain right-of-way
needs to create a more human-scale environments. This deconstruction is similar to the
vision cast by Schlossberg, Riggs, Millard-Ball & Shay (Schlossberg et al., 2018), in their
white paper, Rethinking the Street in an Era of AVs.

Figure 20. An Evolution of an Urban Street Section in an Era of AVs
Source: William Riggs / ReStreet
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VII. CONCLUSION
Performance measures and planning support tools are useful only insofar as they help
inform agency decisions about future policies, plans, and investments. In particular,
performance measures should be defined and measured in order to help communities
understand tradeoffs and benefits involved in providing opportunities for people to achieve
sustainability, livability, and equity outcomes. Most regions continue to use transportation
system performance measures that are dominated by congestion and mobility measures.
Although sustainability, livability, and equity are beginning to enter public debate, there
appears to be no general consensus on performance measures, what they mean, or how
to put them into action.
In sum, informing agency decisions should be the driving force in measures, approaches,
study areas, and so on—and a major purpose this work is to help agencies make better,
more coordinated transportation and land use decisions. While it would be ideal to have
transportation and land use decisions all made by one agency, they are currently led by
different agencies operating at different scales and timeframes. Therefore, we are left to
develop frameworks to better measure, understand, and then act to realize sustainability,
livability, and equity.
In summary, these frameworks should be employed to:
1. Create context-sensitive and inclusive processes to help a community become
more sustainable;
2. Help understand what is important to measure and analyze in current conditions
and future scenarios; and
3. Screen, prioritize, and mediate strategies in support of increasing a diverse and
complementary set of choices and opportunities for greater community sustainability.
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APPENDIX: PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Building on the above is a discussion, here is a is the set of performance metrics that were
recommended for this project. First, they were based on the SMF performance measures and
compared to the performance measures used by Metro in the Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP) as well as by SCAG for the RTP/SCS. In selecting the performance metrics,
the intent was to identify a subset of the SMF measures that would be most meaningful in
demonstrating the sustainability policies at the sub-regional scale. The authors’ approach
was built from the six overarching SMF Principles. They are as follows:
• Location Efficiency
• Reliable Mobility
• Health and Safety
• Environmental Stewardship
• Social Equity
• Robust Economy
Alongside these principles were 17 SMF performance measures and their recommended
metrics, as described in Exhibit 11 of the Smart Mobility 2010: Call to Action.
The authors’ initial assessment was that these SMF measures require that a significant
planning analysis infrastructure (e.g. regional travel demand models) already be in place
(and accessible) to support the computation of all 17 performance measures, and SMF
requires significant investment of professional effort to perform the computations for a
variety of possible transportation improvement projects.
Below are the principles from the CSPP and the SBCCOG.
CSPP principles:
• Connect people and places
• Create community value
• Conserve resources
SBCCOG Sustainable South Bay (SSB) principles:
• Reduce criteria pollutants
• Reduce congestion
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• Reduce gasoline consumption
• Improve safety
The specific metrics that are recommended below are intended to be supportive of these
principles as well as the overarching principles of the Smart Mobility Framework.
The CSPP uses 15 performance measures in support of the three broad CSPP principles
to evaluate projects. Performance measures from CSPP are used for monitoring purposes
at the regional level rather than for evaluation or prioritization, but some of them could be
appropriate for sub-regional analysis. Additional project-based metrics were developed
through consultant efforts related to the CSPP but are meant to be used to compare the
performance of different project alternatives rather than to compare and prioritize different
projects as part of a sub-regional planning effort. Table 1 lists the metrics used by the
CSPP and compares them to the SMF principles.
In addition, the SBCCOG has identified several strategies for sustainable development that
would not generally score very well using traditional performance measurement packages,
which are often focused on measuring increased system performance for automobiles,
which was considered in the selection of performance measures.
Table 1 summarizes the approach, including the recommended performance metrics, tools
and data sources.
Table 4.

Recommended Performance Metrics
Principles

Average
proximity to
employment
(30 min by
transit)





Average
proximity to
employment
(20 min drive)





Average vehicle occupancy
(AVO)
Modal travel
time and cost
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Improve
Safety

Reduce
Gas Consumption

Reduce
Congestion

Conserve

Connect

Create
Community

Perform a n c e
metric

South Bay Cities
Reduce
Pollutants

CSPP
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NEV, bicycle,
walking facilities







Percentage of
trips by transit







Percentage of
trips by NEV







Percentage
of trips by
bicycling













Percentage
of trips by
walking
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Quantities of
criteria pollutants and
GHGs





Vehicle hours
of delay
(VHD) or
person hours
of delay





Vehicle miles
traveled
(VMT) or
person miles
traveled





Vehicle hours
traveled
(VHT)



VMT per
capita by
speed range




















Number of
crashes



Number of
vulnerable
user crashes
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